Make Haste to Sing!
I am White Eagle.
Make haste to Sing! “Sing of what?” you ask. Sing of Love overcoming all the challenges of
the past and those that face you in the present. For what you weave in song becomes the
melody of the future. It is a complex web of interlocking harmonies, vibrations of the heart
that sing beyond reason into the tempest that you behold.
You may think, oh, there is no way that MY Song, MY voice, will make a difference. And yet,
you must understand — we are all One. What one voice sings, another picks up and
another and another, and as the song is tossed from voice to voice and heart to heart, it
swells in wondrous harmonies to rock the spheres and re-settle the Earth and the chaos that
you behold.
Your voice, along with these voices, harmonize the Singing Earth. Plant your seeds of song
deep within your hearts and let the vibrations rise higher and higher joining harmonies with
all who sing. A profound warmth will fill your being and so it will warm the heart of the
Earth, set the crystal core aglow with gladness, ease the tempest of the times, send forth a
bouquet of flowers whose scent is Song! A rainbow of colors set alight with the harmonies
of the universe!
See the Light! It shines before you. It enters every heart and strums the heartstrings that
make the Earth move.
Vibrate to your highest instincts and let the world resound with the heartbeat of Love. Let
every voice join in until with one accord you raise your voices and lift your hearts to the
highest vibration, to the single-most important string of your Being — to the Love that wells
up within you and moves the Earth to One Accord — all creatures rest in harmony with this
One Full Accord.
There is the chorus of Love that lights your inner being and so, too, the heart of the Earth.
All moves with One Accord, vibrating to that heavenly tune to which we are all attuned.
See the width of the band that joins you. Feel the fullness of the chorus that holds forth.
And remark on the presence of the Light that shines within you.
No one can deny its power. No one can resist its drawing strength. No one can escape its
bounds for the Light of Song encompasses all. The Song of your Being emanates
throughout the Earth and into the Cosmic skies. It is a voice heard in galaxies beyond your
imagining. Let that voice resound with joy. Let it be heard.
Lift up your voice and Sing! For now is the time that all things must come together in peace
and harmony. The Light within you must shine. Let it be heard. Let it be seen. Let it Be.
May peace and peace and peace be everywhere and always with you.
Our hearts are with you.
Go in peace, dear one, and let nothing bind you except this Chorus of Love.
So be it.
Bless you, my child, bless you.
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